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SOLAR CALCULATOR
(44 N. LATITUDE)

The primary intent of this simplified user's solar guide is to: 

1) Provide users with a basic understanding of where and 
how the sun works in relation to á building and site. 

2) Provide users with a simplified method of calculating 
sun angles and the available heat energy from the sun 
on vertical and horizontal surfaces. 

anirMs: 
TOOLS: 

A. How the Sun Works 2 

B. The Sun Chart 3 

C. The Solar Intensity Masks 6 

APPLICATION: 

D. Plotting the Skyline (obstructions) 10 

E. Calculating Solar Energy for Heating 11 

This is the first working draft of a more comprehensive user solar guide 
being developed by Edward Mazria and David Winitzky (June 1976). 

Portions of the text of this guide come from: 1) Solar Energy in  
Pacific Northwest Buildings, John Reynolds; 2) Solar Energy Workbook, 
Edward Mazria; and 3) The rmpact of Solar Energy on Architecture',  Robert 
Gray. The computer data used in'devèloping the sun chart and solar 
intensity mask was supplied by Steven Baker. 



A. How the SunWorks
earth's orbit

As every modern person Chats. the sun 1s 

at the center of the solar system, the earth 
noses in a circular orbit around the sun In a 

years tine, the earth is spherical In shape and 
rotates on its uit once a day, and this axis 
Is tilted at twenty-two and one-halt degrees 

away from vertical to the plane of the earth's 

orhit around the sun. This tilt, causes a 

given oolnt on the earth's surface to receive 
different amounts of solar energy at different 

tines of the year which causes the seasons end 
their change, in temperature. 



B. The Sun Chart
In orde to understand and br responsive to the effects of the tin on the location and design of places, it Is necessary to know, at any 

given uwwnt. the sun's position In the sky. This information is necessary In order to calculate solar heat gain, end In locating buildings. 

outdoor space , Interior room arrangements. windows. shading devices, vegetation and solar collectors. The chart which is developed here pro-

vides a convenient nay of locating the sun for U° N. latitude at any tire and date. The relieving Is a sequential description of how the sun 

chart was developed. It Is Included hero to provide basic solar background Information. Two coordinates are needed to locate the 

Position of the sun In the sky. They are 

called the altitude and the azlmth (also 

called the bearing angle). 

altitude
SolarItou Moili is the angle, above the 

horizon, of the position of the sun featured 

free. the horizon. The horizontal lines on the 
hart represent altitude ensiles In 10° leste• 

ants above the noriton

azimuth
Solar azimuth Is the angle, dong the 

horizon. of the position of the sun measured 

to the east of west (roe true south. The 

declination nap on page a provides the mag-

netic variations for true South for locations 

within the United States. 

So. the grid on the chart represents 

vertical and horizontal anglet Of tha whole 

skydome. It is as If there oat a tleer dame 

around the nbserrer, and then the chart was 

peeled off of this dome and laid flat. 

sun position
with the altitude and alikuth angles, 

e tun can be located at any point In the sky. th



sun path
By connecting the points of the location

of IM son thrm,9hout various liait of the der. 
the son's path for that day can be dram,. 

seasonal paths
Thus, we can plot the sun's path for any 

day of the year. Those path's shown represent 

simmer, fall/spring, and winter. The sun path 

1s greatest during the simmer when it reaches 

it's highest altitude and rises and sets with 

the widest azimuth anti* from trim south. 

During winter, the sun is much lower in the say 

and rises and sets with the narrowest aflmuth 

angles from true south.

times of day
finally, If we connect the hour lines on

each path, see get the havy dotted line which 

represents the hours 01 the day. This templet's 

the sun chart. 

NOTE: The times on the sun chart are for 

solar time. This may vary from standard time 

as much as an hour and fifteen minutes for 

different location and different times of the 

year. This Is alright for mast practical uses 

of the sun chart. It Is Important to remember 

to at least use standard time when using the 

charts. 

latitude & declination
These paths vary according to site lo. 

cations on the earth's surface by latitude, 

i.e., a different sun chart Is required for 

different latitudes. Only the sun chart for 

44° N. latitude Is included In the guide. 

The nap to the left will assist users 1n under-

standing which areas within the United States 

will use the 44° N. let,tua pan chart. 

The rap also shows the magnetic compels 

variations (dacllmattene) for your area. It Is 

necessary to adjust your compass reeding by a 

few degrees east or malt to obtain true south. 

The heavy broken lines on this map connect 

points of equal magnetic variation, and 

present a generalized picture of the magmatic 

variations. Due to •local attraction, it may 

be quite different for your specific locality. 

This chart Is accurate enough for most uses of 

the sun chart; for more enact information, 

consult a local surveyor. 

Libby Ovens Ford - Sun Angle Calculator. 1975. 
pmts. 
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C. The Solar  Intensity Masks
vertical and horizontal surfaces

60 inclined surfaces

30° inclined surfaces



SOLAR RADIATION on HORIZONTAL SURFACE

SOLAR INTENSITY MASK
Vertical& Horizontal Surfaces



SOLAR INTENSITY MASK
60° Tilted Surfaces



SOLAR INTENSITY MASK 30 Tiltes Surfaces



D. Plotting the Skyline
to lind the amount of direct sun Ihat any 

point on your site receives. it is necessary to 

plot obstructions which block the sun os seen 

from that point. W cell this plotting the 

'skyline' and It Is done In a similar nay In 

which ne plotted the sun's peth. If the sky-

line Is Inn, that It with no tall trees, adja-

cent buildings, abruptly rising hills. or 

other obstructions, the following procedure Is 

unnecessary as all the points on the site rill 

receive sun. 

you will need: I) a transit or compass 

for the bearing resoling' and a hand level fur 

altitude headings, and 

2) a copy of the sun 

chart for your location. 

Place yourself at the approximate locat-

ion where you will, to know the solar radiation. 

this may require a ladder If the location is 

on the second floor or roof of a building-to-
be. 

find the altitude of the skyline as 

follows: 

-• Deterelne which direction (bearing) is true 

south. (Ilelateber magnetic variation; true 

south will to about 2,0 east of magnetic south 

In Eugene. Oregon.) 

-- Aiming your level true south. determine the 

altitude (angle above the horizon) of the Sky-

line. Plot this point on your chert above 00 

true south. 

Similarly, find and record the altitudes of 

skyline for each ISO bearing. both east and 

west of south, to at least 1200. This it a 

total of li altitude readings. Plot these 

readings for the respective bearing angles 

on the sun chart and connect them. 

for isolated tall objects that block the 

sun such as tall evergreen trees, find both 

the bearing angle and the altitude for each 

object and record them at the appropriate 

point on the chart. 

finally, plot the deciduos trees in the 

skyline with a dotted line. These are of a 

special nature because they will block the 

sun during spring through fall and let most 

of the sun pass through when their leaves are 

gone, fall through serious 

This completes the skyline. The open 

areas on your Coapieted chart are those times 

unen you will get sun at that spot. 



E. Calculating    Solar Energy
In the deulgn of solar beating and cool-

ing systems. it is Important to know the 

amount of thermal radiation (sun's heat mea-

sured In BTU's) that strikes a surface at 

same particular tie of the day, hour, or 

daily or monthly totals, This can all be de-

termined by the use of the solar intensity 

masks which fit over and are used in conjultt-

lon with the Sun Chart. The mask marked 

'90°' Is for vertical and horizontal surfaces, 

mash '60°' for inclined surfaces of ,0°, and 

likewise, mask '10°' for inclined surfaces 

of 100 las measured from the horizon). 

the solar intensity masks hase a c n r 
1121 end Wee line witch are used for align-

ment with the Sun Chart. To align the mask 

for a particular surface, determine the dl-

rection the surface it facing and set the cen-

ter ails of the 010, on the bearing angle 

(the direction the surface Is facing) of the 

Sun Chart. keep the base 11ne directly over 

the base line of the Sun Chart. You are now 

ready to determine the solar intensity 

values for that surface. 

hourly totals
To determine the clear day hourly totals 

of Mat energy striking a surface: 

11-- Select the proper mask based on the 

surface slope. 

21-- Align the mask on the Sun Chart based on 

the orientation of the surface to the cult or 

west Of south. 

1)-- Select the month when you want the reed-

ing and use that sun path to read the values. 

e)-- Select the hour and with In which you 

want the reading: the Intersection of the 

hour line and the sun path will locate the 

position of the sun. Read the number of BTU's 

for that sun's position from the radiation 

milk - If the point enure you went the reading 

falls between radiation lines, tnterpolkta to 

find the value. 

MOTE: This clear day number needs to be ad. 

justed depending on your location in the U.S. 

Find the line which is closest to your area 

on the map below. S is for lamer adjustment 

numbers, and M is for winter adjustment M4 

bers. Multiply the clear day totals from the 

mask by these adjustment numbers. 

daily totals 
To determine the total daily amount of 

heat energy striking a surface 

- Simply follow the procedure for the 

hourly totals for each hour of the Oar and 

total these to get the daily total. If the 

hourly totals hove not Non adjusted for your 

area, then adjust the daily total by multiply. 

log it by appropriate adjustment factor fro. 

theme!). 

Threskeld and Jordan. Transactions of The 
American Society of Heating and Air Condition-
ing Engineers, 1968. v.61. 



SUN CHARTS 

for 

28°NL, 32°NL, 36°NL, 40°NL and 48°NL 
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